HOWELL HIGH SCHOOL, MICHIGAN
NATIONAL FINALS DONORS

MADISON LEVEL ($2500+)
Ted and Jane Von Voigtlander Foundation
Citizens Insurance/The Hanover Insurance Group
Ford Motor Company Fund
Suburban Collection Showplace/Michigan State Fair
First United Methodist Church of Howell

WASHINGTON LEVEL ($1000-$2499)
Brighton Optimist Club
ANCA Inc
C & B Machinery
Gwen Haggerty-Bearden
May and Scofield Holdings Inc.
Asahi Kasei Plastics North America Inc.
Lowry Computer Products, Inc
Rob Steele
Retake Our Gov
Cobb-Hall Insurance
Network for Good (Debbie Johnson)
HP

HAMILTON LEVEL ($500-999)
American Legion Auxiliary Devereaux Unit 141
Donald Root and the Honorable Theresa Brennan
The Honorable Cornelia Kennedy, retired
Howell High School PTO
James Kruer Jr
Jonathan Sechrist
Kimberle Miller
Knights of Columbus-Herman P. Fedewa #2050
Livingston Sunrise Rotary Club
Matthew and Beth Senecal
Promess Inc.
Sons of the American Legion
Livingston County Bar Association
BD Electrical Worldwide Supply
Bob Maxey Ford of Howell Inc.
Livingston County Democratic Party
VGs
The Learning Tree—Howell

FRANKLIN LEVEL ($250-$499)
HHS Culinary Arts Wild Game Dinner
Hutchings Elementary
HHS Michigan Youth in Government
Livingston Underground
Brighton Chamber of Commerce
Barbara Schmid/Charles Todd
Fowlerville Rotary
Brad Sekulich
Mark Sekulich
Anne Belser
The Marshall Family

MASON LEVEL($100-$249)
Terrie A. Keough
Michael Yenshaw
Mary/ Matthew Graham
Brighton Tea Party
Jarred Melcher
Nancy Todd
BPO Elks Lodge No. 2168
Howell Bowl-E-Drome
Aaron and Amy Bell
Alan and Edith Miller
Alice and Philip Pfahlert
Charles and Angela Kennedy
Cindy Denby for State Representative
David and Kathleen Campbell
Dawn Cooper and Peter McNenly
Deborah and Christian Shiemke
Garret and Lynne Bondy
James and Barbara Todd
James Buttrey Attorney at Law
John and Susan Morlock
Judith Orhan Trust
Julius Sobanya
Keith Harrington
Loraine and Michael Miller
Marjorie and Marvin Sharon
Micro Works Computing, Inc.
Old Glory Auto Wash
Patricia/Joseph Convery
Paul Decoq
Paul Hukkala Insurance Agency LLC
Peter Bowen/Charlotte Swann
Richard Peterson
Robert and Anne Boomer
Ronald J. Sanderson
Sandra and Mark Moore
Scot Niblock
The Honorable and Mrs. Frank Del Vero
Thomas Livingston Attorney at Law
Connie/John Robinson
Northeast Metal Craft, LLC
Huron Reporting
Deborah and Jonathan Sechrist
American Legion Riders Chapter 141
Michael Yenshaw
Libertarian Party of Livingston County
Alan/Rhonda Majewski
Judith and Alan Degraw
Midwest Industrial Associates, Inc
Wendy and Mitch House
Joseph Tseng and Terry Poplawski
Frank and Karen Crouse

ADAMS/JEFFERSON LEVEL (Under $100)
HWMS (Mr. Hodge)
Caroline Akers
John and Judith Covert-Sisung
Mary Robertson
Betty Mezga
Carolyn and Christopher Todd
Charles and Shaile Jehle
Connie and Jeff Jakalski
Darrel and Sue Rice
Debi and Jeff Gill
Donald/Pamela Rietsch
Dr. Henry M. Vaupel
Edward/Mary Ruffley
James/Carol Kwasny
James/Nancy Thornley
Kathryn Dunn
Mary Robertson
EF Compton
Gary and Denise Moore
Margaret and Andrew Adrian
Rev. Rhonda Hawkins
The Chodkowski Family
Karen and Kenneth Katalinich
Martin and Jane Brennan
Marvin and Joellen Pisarczyk
Max Aquino
Nancy/William Johnston
Norman/Jeannine Pratt
Robert/Kathleen Kincaid
Robert/Suzanne Hemond
Simon/Khrystine Hendy
Timothy and Mary McCaughey
Nancy Trotter
Barbara/Joseph Parker
May Ann Hull
Joseph/Kathleen Carney
Michael and Judith Daubenmier
Donald/Sherry Thackrey
Katherine/Brian Wenzel
Thomas/Mary Shurtleff
Thomas/Janice Lamb
HHS Boys Basketball
Gerhardt and Mary Helfmann
Rose Ann Derouillard
Theresa Futvoye-Micus
Arlene Schmid
Carrie Christoph
Eric and Kristin Niemiec
Kathleen/Ronald Jacksy
Mark/Anne Michaels
Rana Al-Igoe
Robert Zielkowski and Cheryl Schott
Republican Party
Carol Elliott
Evelyn/Ruben Gallegos
Muriel Kaier
Deborah/William Sleight
E.F. Baldwin
Terry/Charles Nichols
HHS Drama Club
Daniel Trondel/Cynthia Scheidel
Sandy and Carl Walker
Michael Bignell
James/Elizabeth Moore
Ann Mauer and William Birdseye
Laurie Pravato
Dennis Kwasny
Michelle Gonzalo
James/Mary Robertson
Howell Rotary
Gloria Barker
Jo Ann Stevenson
Samuel and Lana Theis
Susan and Richard McDonald
Carole Bullion
Franklin Hedeen
Hugh and Ingrid Rowe
Geraldine De Mars
Gloria Sue Dolato
Lisa and Jeffery Layer
Louis/Rebecca Eaton
Kara Cotton
Diana and Carl Visconti
Gary/Sandra Christoson
Melanie Wolfe
J and J LaVigne
Jeffery/Julia Szkrybalo
Michael and Marilyn Chaperon
Michele and Jon Glassel
Julianne and John Endebrook
Marjorie and Thomas Burkert
Coralene Bloss
Bruce/Sarah Campbell
Gloria Kemph
Cynthia/Ronald Miner
William/Kristine Buyers
Donna and Paul Packer
Dennis and Andrea Just
St. Andrews Family
Bonnie and James Colladay
Robert and Joan Colladay